Continually Resilient Compute Performance With Hitachi Technology

Hitachi converged infrastructure and data mobility solutions enable constant availability, performance, and protection.

**CHALLENGES**
- Stay ahead of tremendous data growth and performance demands
- Simplicity data movement and expand customer offerings
- Maximize IT spend for clients while maintaining operations in new headquarters

**RESULTS**
- 30% to 40% higher year-over-year growth
- Achieved more than 96% virtualization
- Breakthrough Performance – improved data processing capacity beyond previous maximum thresholds, with new ceilings capable of 300% throughput improvement

**SOLUTIONS**
- 30% higher year-over-year growth
- Achieved more than 96% virtualization
- Breakthrough Performance – improved data processing capacity beyond previous maximum thresholds, with new ceilings capable of 300% throughput improvement

**CUSTOMER SUCCESS**
Howard Holton, Managing Director, Network Architect
Precision Discovery

“We went from trying to relocate existing infrastructure and operations 1,200 miles away to building new with significantly upgraded and managed data center. It would have been a huge challenge, if not for Hitachi’s valid solutions. We're enabling them to do things better, which, in turn, boosts our competitive edge.”

Howard Holton
Managing Director, Network Architect
Precision Discovery
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